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Lecture aims

 Urbanization and decentralization

 Economic factors affecting land use 

decisions

 Consequences of and approaches 

to dealing with urban sprawl



Trends in urbanization

 In developed nations, urbanization has slowed 

 People already live in cities and suburbs (smaller communities that 

ring cities)

 Developing nations are urbanizing rapidly



Of course urban can be a subjective 

concept



Of course urban can be a subjective 

concept: Botswana



Urban sprawl

 While increasing numbers of individuals are living in urban 

areas as a whole, smaller numbers are living in central areas

- we are decentralising rapidly (OECD countries)

Some characteristic features of urban sprawl

1. Low residential density 

2. Unlimited outward extension of new development

3. Spatial segregation of different types of land uses through zoning regulations

4. Leapfrog development

5. Transportation dominated by privately owned motor vehicles



4% population increase drove 

49% increase in developed land



People in suburbs take up more space

Each person in a suburban region takes up an average of 11 times as much space as 
does a resident of the city proper

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qGSIqsFa_Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qGSIqsFa_Y


What is driving these sprawling 

development patterns

 Urban economists emphasise the importance of the ‘monocentric 

city model’

- falling transport costs and rising incomes 

Lets look at transportation costs first:

• Land is used for the activity that can generate the highest possible 
rent.

- Differences in rent in turn is driven largely by 
transportation costs as activities with relatively high 
transportation costs are willing to pay more for central land 



WTP reflects importance to which each 

activity places for land closest to CBD

There are four rings of agricultural activity surrounding the city. This 

reflects the willingness to each activity to pay for land close to the 

center

Von thunen

model: 

Agricultural 

activity



Different activities will have different bid rent functions based on 

their willingness to pay for land closer to a central market area 

where they can sell their produce



What about multiple competing land 

uses in a modern city

• Different land uses (e.g. factory and grain farm) may have different bid 
rent functions. The shapes of those functions will determine who will 
locate where

• Steepness of fn determined by the per unit transport costs relative to per 
unit price

• As usual, land goes to highest bidder

• Market allocates land efficiently to usage with the most to gain from 
being close to the market



BID rent theory: Multiple land use rent 

gradient
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Locational choices
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So workers live on the periphery because 

they are cheap to transport (i.e. commuting 

costs are low) relative to cost of moving 

freight (for manufacturers). For offices, 

same problem, because of high price of 

moving executives around for meetings. If 

office is in suburbs, executive is constantly 

going to CBD



Monocentric city model

?What happens to individuals choices regarding location when 

transport costs reduce (e.g. the introduction of a rail link 

between the CBD and the suburbs).

• Hint: Think what happens to individuals residential bid rent 

curve 
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Effect of reduced commute cost
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Rising incomes
 The monocentric city model also suggests that rising incomes have led to 

decreasing residential densities to the extent that the income elasticity of 

demand for housing and land is sufficiently large relative to the income 

elasticity of commuting costs

• Households find location providing best tradeoff between land and commuting 
cost

 Thus the monocentric incomes relies on the combined effect of 

rising incomes and falling transport costs



Income segregation
 Income segregation: Because the rich person consumes much 

more housing, they save much more for each move out

 Self-sorting – peer effects

 In some cities, especially in Europe, the opposite is true: rich live 

in center, which is prohibitively expensive for poor, who live out 

in suburbs.

 Has to do with level of amenities in the city center



Other reasons behind urban sprawl

Monocentric model is important from a historical perspective but increasingly 
residential decisions are driven by a multitude of factors

• Quality of life factors (Tiebout sorting)–

- flight from blight (push) (e.g. Cullen and Levitt (1999) find that a 10% increase in 
crime leads to a 1% decline in central city population

-perception of a “rural idyll” (pull)

• Changing spatial distribution of employment opportunities
- reduction in transportation and communication costs
- modern methods of communication
- technological innovation

• Government and planning policies
- subsidies for road improvements etc. 
-greenbelts
- zoning



Negative externalities associated 

with urban sprawl?
 A number of important environmental and other externalities that 

developers and consumers may fail to internalize

 Pollution, congestion and habitat loss 

 Infrastructure

 Other consequences

 Health?

 Social



Policy tools to reduce sprawl

 Internalise congestions externalities: toll roads, fuel taxes 

etc.

- political feasibility

 Impact fees, development charges
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Price affects both short-

term decisions about 

how much to drive, and 

longer-term decisions 

like how fuel-efficient a 

car to buy, as well as 

national policy 

decisions like 

investment in public 

transit and rail systems.



Policy tools to reduce sprawl
 Internalise congestion externalities: toll roads, fuel taxes etc.

- political feasibility

 Impact fees, development charges

 Other approaches: Zoning, urban growth boundaries, planning 
restrictions, minimum densities etc. etc

 Site planning: Provide non-motorists with the same level of convenience 
as motorists

 Density is the biggest factor affecting mode choice



The role of urban planning
 Recently, urban planners have sought to increase residential densities as a means 

to ensure a more sustainable development pattern

 Compact city solution (termed Smart Growth in the US): strategies 
that promote mixed use and denser development are more likely to result in 
people living closer to work and other services
- reduce fuel consumption and emissions

- protect the countryside

- more efficient utility and infrastructure provision 

- reduce commute time 



Principles of the compact city approach
• Mixed land uses

• Higher residential densities

• Compact building design

• Range of housing opportunities and choices

• Walkable neighborhoods

• Distinctive, attractive neighborhoods

• Preserve open space

• Develop existing communities

• A variety of transportation choices

 For many urban compaction is the crucial typology to achieve sustainability

 Critics argue that questions remain relating to the ‘sustainability versus liveability’ implications of 
high density living

- perception that high density development poses too great a cost on quality of life?



Sustainability versus liveability
 Difference between respondents views as citizens versus those of a consumer

- as citizens most people agree with the aims of compact city policy in terms of reducing pollution and habitat loss 
but as consumers they do not want to make any sacrifices to bring this about 

 Questionable whether quality of life in cities can compete with the ‘rural idyll’ in 
people’s minds particularly at later stages (child rearing stage) in their life-cycle

 High density does not have to mean ‘bad’

- loads of examples where high density is done well

• It may not be density per se that discourages consumers from certain locations, but the 
fact that high-density areas are strongly associated with other negative variables.
- of course what is regarded as high density will vary from culture to culture

 Practitioners need to think more about the quality of the compact city as a place to live
- many critics contend that there is an inverse relationship between density and liveability



External reading – see VLE for further 

material 

 Nechyba, T.J. and Walsh, R.P. (2004) Urban Sprawl. Journal 

of Economic Perspectives, 18(4); 177-200

re-orienting city design towards the pedestrian and cyclist: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMgEsUbMHSQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMgEsUbMHSQ

